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HECTOR FINCH
The Double Lucia Pendant in Aegean Blue is a
simple yet elegant fixture that can be used in
any living room space or throughout the kitchen,
often placed over an island or low over a table
or eating area. The overall drop, width and number
of shades can be customized upon ordering.

DOMETIC
Serve and entertain guests in style with the
Dometic Mobar, the ultimate mobile bar for
any and every outdoor entertaining space.

hectorfinch.com

UNIVERSAL FURNITURE
Universal is excited to introduce Coastal Living Outdoor.
Featuring over 100 pieces of casually sophisticated
silhouettes paired with premium durability, Coastal
Living Outdoor’s collection instantly transforms and
enriches any patio, deck or other outdoor haven.

dometic.com/mobar

CHRISTOPHER PEACOCK

coastallivinghomecollection.com/outdoor

Christopher Peacock introduces his Hudson
Collection. A clean aesthetic with special details,
hardware and material selections, this more
modern style is perfect for an urban apartment
or a large contemporary, suburban home.
Custom colors and hardware finishes available.
peacockhome.com

J. TRIBBLE

NOIR TR ADING
The Ray Console is made from mahogany
lumber and coated in Noir’s smoky pale finish
with black highlights. The lightly painted finish
accentuates the hand-carved curves that flow
down the face of the console. Priced at $1,830.
noirfurniturela.com

ZEPHYR
Introducing Zephyr Connect—a groundbreaking app that
lets users control their Zephyr hood from anywhere using
their mobile device. With real-time diagnostics, videos,
voice-command connectivity and helpful alerts, Zephyr
Connect empowers customers to connect to what matters.

J. Tribble’s long history of building beautiful,
custom sink bases now extends to repurposing
antique treasures for modern homes. In addition
to its signature designs, J. Tribble offers European
antiques to be converted into truly unique sink bases.
jtribble.com

zephyronline.com
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